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Word cloud
THIS VISUALIZATION REVEALS WHAT EMOTIONS AND KEY THEMES THE REVIEWERS MENTIONED MOST OFTEN IN THE REVIEWS. THE LARGER
THE WORD THE MORE IT WAS USED BY THE REVIEWERS WHEN DESCRIBING THE TRACK.
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REVIEWS
“This song is upbeat and full of personality. The lyrics are really smooth and introspective. The vocals are well sung but could
use a little bit more emotional backing. The vocal harmonies are solid. The drummer played the exact same line as he did in
every other song you have on here. The bass added a little more life to the song. The lead guitar was almost unintelligible. Put
some more conviction behind your vocals and you've got a pop hit.”
“started out slow with lazy vocals. i did not have any interest on the lyrics or anything further to do with this song as soon as
it started. it just has a boring sound to it. kind of like every other song you hear that barely made it on to a indy rock cd. if i
could skip over this song on to the next i would. instrumentals are fine. could use some more guitar.”
“I really enjoyed the introduction of this song. The guitar was played beautifully. I feel like the intro could have lasted a little
bit longer, but other than that it was a solid beginning. I really liked the lyrics because it made me feel very happy. The
vocalist was very expressive of the lyrics as he sang. I would love hearing this song on the radio and being able to sing along.”
“I liked the way the tone and harmonies moved with the beats and never faltered. The rhythm was vibrant and kept a good
pitch range. Instruments need to be played with more motivation. Lyrics are easy to remember. I can see this being played on
the radio.”
“I just want to meet the guitarist what a beautiful performance i guess guitarist is performing better then the artist and if
the artist is the guitarist then hats of to you sir!Very nice music and if we talk about the tone of the song so it was so
melodious and the singer was singing in the rhythm very nice performance!!!”

“The singer's voice has a rough edge to it that lends itself to the mood of this song. The harmonies complement the vocal
melody very well. The instruments balance each other well. This song seems to be lacking in variety when it comes to the
vocal melody; the chorus gets monotonous pretty quickly. The lyrics are a little boring and this song doesn't really hold my
attention.”
“Such a wonderful song to listen to. I like that this song makes me calm. The song is very nice and warm. I think the singer has
a lot of potential. Very special song that has great lyrics. The song has a good structure and sounds very entertaining and
attractive.”
“The tuneful intro is quite interesting and I enjoy how the intro is short to the vocals which helps listeners not to be bored.
The vocals are very good as the singer really has a strong, overall perfect voice and this entire song is really quite good. The
melody is upbeat like most country songs but it has a unique rhythm to it and it really gives the song something special. The
lyrics are unique as well and can really be sung along to, it is overall a very good song and it will go over well in the country
industry.”
“Familiar sounds and sound like too many other songs on the main stream market. Lyrics seem a little boring and lack punch.
Rhythm could also be improved more chords or by adding a few guitar licks. A basic song well played and preformed but
these guys could do better. All the instruments tie in nicely together well recorded and well mixed.”
“I believe the beat is the highest element out of the entire song. The beat is really solid and steady enough to bring the song
to success, and also has a really good pitch. I like the the old style tonality of the vocals, I think that type of quality is really
complimentary to the song.”
“This song has good potential and could make it big. The flow of the song and the beat were both spot on. I rate this song a
10 out of 10. Absolutely perfect. The beat and rythm were the best part of the song. This song has good meaning.”
“The guitar tune at the beginning of the song reminds me of country music, and thats what I think this genre of music will be.
And as the song progresses, I realized that this was indeed a country song. Your voice sings exactly the way that a country
singer needs to sing. You have nice instrumentals in this song, and I encourage you to keep working on your voice!”
“Catchy song very easy to listen to but it isn't unique. It 's very standard andninfact it sounds country which I am not a fan of.
Voice kind of drags on as well, and doesn't sound very good. It 's tough to listen to because of all the twanging going on.
Could be better.”
“Classic rock feel to the track, that kind of soul-searching rock and roll. Great drums with some decent acoutstic sounding
guitar riffs going on. Nice drop to the track halfway through the song and then back to what it started with, with some umf
this time round.”
“This song has a nice guitar beat to it, this is really interesting beat and sounds really good, the singer is also very talented
and the i don't know what theme this comes under but this music is for young adults, I think the singer has done a great job
he deserves a good 8/10”
“Great intro always a fan of these intros. The musicality of the singer's tone didn't quite match the intro but the
instrumentals died down as he interned so it was semi musical. Good vocals even though it sounds a little bland but it 's still a
good song and I could listen to it daily. Decent in! Yu'll be very good soon.”

“The rock beat tempo sounds a bit too heavy and sloppily thrown together in the way it is so difficult to make out the
separate instruments, so I suggest refining the sound more to give it better overall clarity. The lead male singer's freespirited singing style readily brings out the passionate lyrics and makes the song sound more sincere. I think it would appeal
easily to fans of contemporary music with a slight country influence in its sound. It is a bit ordinary for my preference.”
“the record that begins to play is a rock song mixed with a indie rock song all in one. the drumming is pounding really nicely
and I also love the guitar rift that begins to play. the vocalist is a guy and is a guy and he is a tenor. I think the song is a indie
rock like ora and I like the laid back vibe of the melody. Put it on the radio. another cheesy love song.”
“The instrumental in the song sounded very professional, the artist voice was not powerful or dynamic but it fit very well with
this style of song, the hook was a little bland after hearing it clearly. In the country category this can be a local radio hit with
some better lyrics and more vocal lessons.”
“The lyrics tell a story, which is interesting, it 's good that you can hear what 's being said too - the singer says "you may break,
you may fall, but I'll be here". It could be a love song but you could also interpret those lyrics to being there for yourself,
although other lyrics make it obvious it 's about someone else. An easy to listen to, laid back catchy melody.”
“This love balled was most enjoyable. The beginning drums being almost sink with a heart beat really thew it all together. The
rise and falls of his voice is very easy to sing along to. It had a slight country feel to it. The song in general was very easy to
relate. I would enjoy listening to this artist more.”
“Awesome opening music and the tune and rockiness is catchy. The lyrics are well thought through and really enjoyable and
relatable. The lyrics can be difficult to understand in some places, but overall very nice. The chorus is really nice, but some
parts are still difficult to understand although the overall meaning is simple to grasp.”
“I am feeling that I can pick out this band now by the intro music and the vocals now. And that is okay. Another song that,
from the first 4 secs, I know I am going to like it. A little slower than other work from them. But I can tell they are sending
the message of being strong after a bad patch in life. This one, has a strong melody and I love the message. I want to hear
more from this band.”
“it has got a nice, lively beat. a good mix of instruments, it flows very well, it has a smooth sound. singer has a pretty good
voice and can hold a tune but certain parts need work. the lyrics need a bit of improvement, they don't always fit well
together.”
“This song is very boring to me and I didn't like it at all. I liked the voice of the singer but the song itself did not appeal to me.
This is probably because it sounds sos unoriginal and like every other country/rock sound out there right now and every song
I've had to review for the past 10 songs.”
“The music has an almost borderline country music flare to it. The singers voice is not the most amazing voice I have ever
heard. The song seems a little cheesy. I like the music, the lyrics and the singers voice are what turn me off the song. The
beginning had a good start to it and then the singer started singing and it went down hill.”
“instrumentals of this song could have easily added some acoustic guitar and been in the country genre, the vocals are not
the best. takes away from the beat. has an alright melody to it. you could catch yourself singing along to this , but it would
not make it onto the radio. i would not listen to this song again. it could have used less of the weird vocals.”

“The introduction is reminiscent of the 80's. The singer has a good pitch that matches the beat. The lyrics are inspirational
and have a country flair to them. "You may break, you may fall" really hits home and is a reminder to get back up if you fall.
The tempo of the music is pretty nice too. I would listen to the song again.”
“I really enjoyed the beginning. I listened to the words and I really liked his message/lyrics. This song is so good. It 's a little
bit short but that doesn't affect how good the song is. I don't know the genre of music that was and I don't usually listen to
songs like that but this one was pretty good. The vocalist had a good voice for a guy.”
“This is a wonderful song and performance. The melody is strong and melodious.The singer has an excellent vocal quality
which is heartfelt and real. The drums and other instruments blends successfully with the vocals and lyrics. The lyrics are so
interesting and catchy. The performance quality is high all throughout both instrumentally and vocally. i gave them 9/10”
“This song is awesome! The lyrics sound like angels above the clouds singing! The singer has really good talent And Would be
able to post there music on the radio , I Tunes , and Sound Track Download. The music is really good and is really creative This
song is really unique Because off the creative way its made. This song is really Heart warming song I rate 10/10”

OVERALL TRACK RATING
THIS IS THE OVERALL RATING FOR THE TRACK AS CALCULATED FROM THE
WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF ALL THE REVIEWERS' RATINGS. THIS SIMPLY
MEASURES HOW "GOOD" THE TRACK IS OVERALL (NOT NECESSARILY
MARKET POTENTIAL).
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LOOK FOR A MINIMUM OF 7.0 TO INDICATE A HIGH QUALITY TRACK

WISDOM OF CROWDS
WISDOM OF CROWDS IS A PROVEN METHODOLOGY THAT LARGE GROUPS OF ORDINARY PEOPLE ORGANIZED UNDER THE RIGHT CONDITIONS (A "SMART
CROWD"), OUTPERFORM SMALL GROUPS OF EXPERTS IN MAKING DECISIONS AND PREDICTIONS. IT IS NOT NEW. IT IS THE SCIENCE BEHIND GOOGLE
AND DECISION-MAKING IN SOME OF THE LARGEST COMPANIES IN THE WORLD. IT HAS BEEN PROVEN TIME AND AGAIN THAT COLLECTIVE WISDOM
SURPASSES THE EXPERTS. IT ALSO MEANS THAT WE CAN GUARANTEE 95% ACCURACY IN TRACK RATINGS.

THE 4 CONDITIONS REQUIRED TO FORM A "SMART CROWD" THAT DELIVERS AN ACCURATE REVIEW ARE:
1) DIVERSITY OF OPINION: A SAMPLE GROUP OF REVIEWERS WITH
MANY DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW MAKES BETTER DECISIONS
THAN ONE WHERE EVERYONE HAS THE SAME INFORMATION.

2) INDEPENDENCE: THE REVIEWERS' OPINIONS ARE NOT
INFLUENCED BY OTHERS.

3) DECENTRALIZATION: ANSWERS ARE GIVEN BY INDIVIDUAL
REVIEWERS BASED ON THEIR OWN LOCAL AND SPECIFIC
KNOWLEDGE RATHER THAN BY A CENTRAL PERSON.

4) AGGREGATION: THERE IS A WAY OF ACCURATELY MEASURING
THE SAMPLE GROUP'S COLLECTIVE ANSWER.

